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Abstract.   This paper provides a new kind of forecasting model which is called T-GMDH. The new model formed 
by two GMDH models continuously. We use Diversity criterion to replace the existed criterion as the external 
criterion of the first stage of GMDH model, and the set of models generated by the first stage of GMDH model are 
used as the initial elementary neurons of the second stage of GMDH model. The T-GMDH is tested on a real-world 
dataset about industrial added value of Sichuan from January, 2002 to August, 2009. The new model T-GMDH is 
compared with the GMDH and two other widely used methods ANN (Artificial Neural Network) and SVM (Support 
Vector Machine). The result demonstrates that T-GMDH provides good forecast accuracy.   
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1 Introduction 
 

Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) provides an effective way for middle-and long-term period forecasting in 
complex systems [1]. The determination of initial elementary neurons is the key section in GMDH modeling, because 
it has enormously influence on the forecast accuracy [2]. In this paper, we apply the idea about Diversity [3] and 
GMDH iteration to model [4]; Diversity is used as the new external criterion of the first stage of GMDH to select the 
most different candidate models, which as the new kind of initial elementary neurons of the second stage of GMDH. 
We call this kind of GMDH forecasting model T-GMDH which has two stages of GMDH models. We test the 
T-GMDH model on a real-world dataset about industrial added value of Sichuan province for forecasting, and the 
result shows that the T-GMDH forecasting model provides good forecast accuracy. 

GMDH was first proposed by A.G.Ivakhnenko [5], and it is good at forecasting via the way closely linked to the 
principle of self-organization in biological evolution. The two tasks of GMDH are getting (estimating) unknown 
dependency from samples and using dependency estimated in the first step to solve the task, i.e. to predict outputs for 
future input values [4]. In the last several decades, GMDH has been widely used in forecasting in many domains like 
economic prediction [6], energy demand prediction [7], electric daily peak loads [8], the mean hourly wind speed [9], 
mobile communication [10], natural gas prediction [11], and so on.  

In recent decades, there are many new forecasting methods which are proposed based on GMDH. GMDH two 
levels algorithm which uses different levels data to create model is one of the approaches to broaden the predictable 
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range, that is, the predictable range of low level can be widen to predictable range of high level [12]. GMDH-AC 
algorithm is another approach to ameliorate forecasting; there is no need to collect the input variables before modeling, 
and this makes the predictors more convenient [13][14]. And there are other ways to improve the forecasting effect, such 
as combination of forecast , GMDH type neural networks [15] [16][17].  

There are also many literatures that concentrate on the way to improve the GMDH forecasting accuracy. He et al. 
did some work on the optimal cooperation between external criterion and data division, and they got better immunity 
of noise after the selection cooperation of external criterion and data division [18].Another way is ameliorating 
reference function; the most widely used reference function is Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial; Madala H R, 
Ivakhnenko A G. proposed that it is better to use harmonic functions than Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial in systems 
with cyclical characteristics [2]. Initial elementary model is very important in GMDH, because the whole GMDH 
algorithm is based on it. There are some types of initial elementary models: for the most widely used 
Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial, they are the sub-part of it [4]; for the harmonic functions, they are the sine and cosine 
functions [2]; for Fuzzy Rule Induction (FRI), they are simple fuzzy sets [4][14]; for GMBC, they are Bayesian models 
[19]. In this paper, we provide a new kind of initial elementary neuron, which is the output of the first stage T-GMDH. 

In the recent decades, there is a lot of work on ensemble learning, because it often outperforms than individual 
learners. At the end of 1980s, Hansen and Salamon first discovered this result [20]. An important aspect in it is diversity. 
Krogh and Vedelsby first showed that the base learners should be as more accurate as possible, and as more diverse as 
possible [21]. Ensemble learning has two targets: categorical (classification ensembles) and continuous (regression 
ensemble) [22], and the authors used diversity in the regression ensemble, found that it significantly improves over 
simple ensemble learning, and this technique was competitive with a variety of methods. John G.Carney et al. 
investigated how diversity amongst networks in bagged regression ensembles can significantly influence ensemble 
generalization performance [23]. There are many metrics for measuring diversity of classification ensemble, but few in 
regression ensemble. Haimonti Dutta introduced some definitions and metrics for measuring diversity of regression 
ensemble; he provided 5 forms of metrics including: correlation coefficient, covariance, chi-square, disagreement 
measure and entropy. He use diversity to select only few models to predict, and compare the forecasts with the larger 
complex original ensembles; the results show that these two of the five metrics have comparable performance. [4]. 

Because of the good performance of diversity, in this paper, following Haimonti Dutta, we try to give a new 
available way to gain the initial elementary neurons. We bring the idea “Diversity” into GMDH, and provide a new 
kind of forecasting model T-GMDH. The characteristic of T-GMDH is that the first stage of GMDH which uses 
Diversity as criterion to gain the most different candidate models, while these candidate models as the initial 
elementary models of the second stage of GMDH.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section shows the working principle of Diversity and the 
working step of T-GMDH and the experiments, and the third section concludes. 
    

2 The Model 
 
2.1 Diversity as Criterion 
 
Haimonti Dutta proposed some definitions and metrics for measuring diversity of regression ensemble, we attempt to 
use it as the external criterion of the first stage of GMDH (in this paper, we just employ one of it) to obtain the most 
different models. 

 He defines the statistics which is used to assess the similarity between two repressors, e.g. mR and nR . Let  and 

 represent the continuous valued outputs of the repressors 

mY
nY mR  and nR . Thus  and are N-dimensional mY nY
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vectors;  = mY 1 2[ ,m m m ]Ny y yL  and 1 2[ ,n n n ]Ny y yL assuming there are N instances in the test set. 
  In this paper, we will introduce the first form of measuring of diversity, that is, correlation coefficient. The 
correlation coefficient between  and  is defined as: mY nY
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The diversity of two predictors is inversely proportional to the correlation between them. As such, two repressors 
with low correlation coefficient between them are preferred over those with high correlation coefficient. 

Now, we will give the difference between existed criterions and the Diversity which will be used as criterion. 
First, different comparison way. Via pair wise comparison of each neuron, we calculate the Diversity value of the 

pair-neurons. When all the neurons have been compared, we choose several pairs of the most different models which 
will be the input neurons of the next layer. However, the existed external criterions do not need this pair wise 
comparison; the external criterion value is calculated just after the coefficient has been estimated. 

Second, different chosen way. The existed external criterions choose the individual candidate models, while 
Diversity chooses the models in pair. Because there may have some same neurons in Diversity choosing way, we 
have to filter the same ones. 
 
2.2 Working Steps of T-GMDH 
 
In the above, we have introduced the basic principles of Diversity. In this subsection, we will give the detail 
effectuation steps of it, and Fig.1 gives the diagrammatic presentation. 

By the Diversity Criterion, we can obtain the most different neurons; this is the outputs of the first stage of GMDH 
model (step 1 to step 6 represent this procedure). Then, we use the outputs as the initial elementary neurons of the 
second stage of GMDH model which use the existed external criterion (step 7 to step 9 represent this procedure). The 
two GMDH models constitute the T-GMDH model. 

Step1: divide the data into 3 subset, training dataset, testing dataset, and checking dataset; 
 Step2: generate all the possible pairs of the m inputs (using the K-G polynomial to generate inputs) to create the 

transfer functions of the k=m*(m-1)/2 neurons of the first network layer, estimate the coefficients of the 
transfer functions via Least-squares method on training set, and calculate y through the coefficients and the 
samples (x) on the testing set;

Step3: let all the transfer functions pair wise (if there are k neurons, there will be n= k*(k-1)/2 candidate models), 
and calculate the external criterion value via Diversity formula (1) based on the estimate value of the testing 
set;  

Step4: choose the most different models (F1), because we use correlation coefficient as the metric of Diversity, the 
smallest value candidate models will be selected; 

Step5: because we select the best models in pair-wise, there may be some selected models are the same, another 
task we need to do before putting the selected models to the next layer is filtering the same selected models, 
then F2 selected models are kept, 2F F1≤ , and then the F2 selected models are used as the input neurons of 
the next layer; 

Step6: iteration from step2 to step5, until we get the optimal models w (when a new generation of models provides 
no further model quality improvement, the procedure stops); 

Step7: let the optimal models as the initial elementary neurons of the second stage of GMDH model, repeat step2; 
Step8: calculate the external criterion values on testing data, and selected the best models (F3) to the next layer;
Step9: iteration, until we get the optimal complexity model, then we obtain the output via the optimal complexity 

model on checking dataset. 
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Represents step1 to step6 which is the process of generating the initial elementary models 

Represents step7 to step9 which is the process of obtaining output 

                            Fig.1. Working principle of T-GMDH 
 
2.3 Experiment 
 
In this section, we compare the new forecasting model T-GMDH with the general GMDH and ANN (Artificial Neural 
Network) and SVM (Support Vector Machine), in terms of forecast mean squared errors (FMSEs). The mean square 
error (MSE) of fitting is calculated by the formula 

                           2
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Where yi are the observed output values and i are the model outputs. The forecast mean square errors (FMSE) are 
calculated by the above formula in which the data in the checking set is used.  

In this section, we apply the T-GMDH to forecast the industrial added value of Sichuan, where the Wenchuan 
earthquake occurred. A comparison of the T-GMDH and GMDH and other methods is made, and it is also found that 
the T-GMDH is superior to other methods.  
  The data is from The Statistical Yearbook of Sichuan (2002 and 2009) and the samples are the following monthly 
economic indexes of Sichuan in a 92-month period from January, 2002 to August, 2009. Each of the methods uses the 
data from January, 2002 to December, 2008 (an 84- month period) to create the model and uses the data from January, 
2009 to August, 2009 (an 8-month period) to check the result of the forecast.  
  Tab.1. reports the FMSEs from the T-GMDH, GMDH, ANN and SVM, for T-GMDH and GMDH, because we 
have to divide the training sat and the testing set, we use the same data division to check them and selected the best 
result respectively.  
 
Tab.1. FMSEs of Industrial Added Value of Sichuan  

  T-GMDH        GMDH         ANN          SVM 
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FMSEs           0.052872        0.061840       0.058380       0.075831 

 
  Tab.1. shows us that by FMSEs T-GMDH does better job other methods too. At this time, ANN works better than 
other two methods and the FMSE of it is close to T-GMDH.  
 

3 Conclusion 
 
In this paper we provide a new forecasting model T-GMDH, and the experiment result shows that T-GMDH 
outperforms both GMDH and other widely used methods ANN and SVM.  
  As suggested by Haimonti Dutta, there are other 4 forms of Diversity measures: covariance, Chi-square, 
disagreement measure, entropy. In this backdrop, on one hand, future research will concentrate on the other 4 forms 
of Diversity and put them into T-GMDH in order to find which form of Diversity measures performs better both in 
non time series data set and time series data set. On the other hand, we can do some classification work which is also 
very important via T-GMDH. 
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